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Abstract. Freely ¯ying bees were ®lmed as they landed
on a ¯at, horizontal surface, to investigate the underlying visuomotor control strategies. The results reveal that
(1) landing bees approach the surface at a relatively
shallow descent angle; (2) they tend to hold the angular
velocity of the image of the surface constant as they
approach it; and (3) the instantaneous speed of descent
is proportional to the instantaneous forward speed.
These characteristics re¯ect a surprisingly simple and
eective strategy for achieving a smooth landing, by
which the forward and descent speeds are automatically
reduced as the surface is approached and are both close
to zero at touchdown. No explicit knowledge of ¯ight
speed or height above the ground is necessary. A model
of the control scheme is developed and its predictions
are veri®ed. It is also shown that, during landing, the bee
decelerates continuously and in such a way as to keep
the projected time to touchdown constant as the surface
is approached. The feasibility of this landing strategy is
demonstrated by implementation in a robotic gantry
equipped with vision.

1 Introduction
Unlike vertebrates, insects have immobile eyes with ®xedfocus optics. Therefore, they cannot infer the distances to
objects or surfaces from the extent to which the directions
of gaze must converge to view the object, or by
monitoring the refractive power that is required to bring
the image of the object into focus on the retina.
Furthermore, compared with human eyes, the eyes of
insects are positioned much closer together and possess
inferior spatial acuity (Horridge 1977). Therefore, the
precision with which insects could estimate range through
binocular stereopsis would be much poorer and restricted
to relatively small distances, even if they possessed the
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requisite neural apparatus (Srinivasan 1993). Not surprisingly, then, insects have evolved alternative strategies
for dealing with the problems of visually guided ¯ight.
Many of these strategies rely on using image motion,
generated by the insect's own motion, to infer the
distances to obstacles and to control various manoeuvres
(Horridge 1987; Srinivasan 1993, 1998).
Visual control of landing is a case in point. The
seminal work of Gibson (1950) has highlighted the optic-¯ow cues that can be brought to bear in controlling
the landing of an aircraft. Studies of landing behaviour
in ¯ies have revealed that, as a surface is approached, the
expansion of the image of the surface provides strong
cues that are used to control deceleration and trigger
extension of the legs in preparation for contact (Goodman 1960; Eckert and Hamdorf 1980; Wagner 1982;
Borst and Bahde 1988). There is also evidence that the
rate of expansion of the image is used to infer the time to
contact the surface, even if the insect does not possess
explicit information about the speed of its ¯ight or the
distance to the surface (Wagner 1982).
However, when an insect makes a grazing landing on
a ¯at surface, cues derived from image expansion are
relatively weak. This is because the dominant pattern of
image motion is then a translatory ¯ow in the front-toback direction. Given that ¯ying insects often make
grazing landings on ¯at surfaces, what are the processes
by which such landings are orchestrated?
Here we investigate experimentally the visuomotor
control strategies employed by bees when they make
grazing landings on a horizontal surface. We also assess
the feasibility of these strategies by implementing them
in a computer-controlled gantry equipped with vision.
A preliminary study of landing bees was published in
Srinivasan et al. (1996).
2 Experimental methods
A group of six bees were individually marked and trained to collect
a reward consisting of a drop of sugar water placed on a horizontal
wooden surface consisting of a l m  l m sheet of particle board.
The drop was oered on a piece of transparent acetate paper
(5 cm  5 cm) to prevent contamination of the surface by sugar
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solution or pheromones. During training, the location of the reward
was varied randomly every 5 min. This ensured that the bees did not
learn to land at a ®xed position, say, in relation to external landmarks. After training for half a day, the reward was removed and
the ¯ight trajectories of bees landing on the surface were ®lmed at
25 frames/s by a video camera placed 2.5 m above the surface. In
the video ®lms marked bees could be distinguished from unmarked
ones, but individual marked bees could not be distinguished from
each other reliably because of the relatively large distance of the
camera from the surface. Only data from marked bees were used.
Our results show analyses of dierent landing trajectories, some of
which are probably from dierent bees and some from the same bee.
The experiments were conducted outdoors on clear days with
the sun at an elevation of approximately 45 . This arrangement
allowed the height of the bee to be monitored in terms of the
horizontal distance between the bee and its shadow on the surface.
Height was calibrated in terms of the length of the shadow cast by a
vertical rod of a known height. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental
setup. It also shows a typical landing trajectory, where the dark
symbols represent positions of the bee in successive video frames
and the light symbols corresponding positions of her shadow. As
time proceeds, the bee's height above the surface decreases, causing
the horizontal distance between the bee and the shadow to decrease. Finally, the images of the bee and her shadow coincide,
indicating that she has landed.
This technique, ®rst employed by Zeil (1993), enabled the ¯ight
trajectories of the bees to be captured in three dimensions. The
technique is accurate, provided the height of the bee is small
compared to the height of the camera (in eect, the camera is
assumed to be at in®nity). Given that the camera was 2.5 m above
the surface, and that bees seldom ¯ew at heights greater than
20 cm, the resulting data were suciently accurate for our purpose.
Trajectories of landing bees were reconstructed in three dimensions by digitising the positions of the bee and the shadow in
the video images, using a computer-assisted digitisation package
(Frame grabber: Screen Machine, Munich; Software: Unimark,
developed by R. Voss and J. Zeil, TuÈbingen). The position of the
bee in each video frame was registered by a single point, corresponding to the approximate location of the head. A similar procedure was used to register the position of the bee's shadow. The
orientation of the body axis was not measured.
Raw data from a video ®lm sequence of a landing are shown in
Fig. 2a. The 3-d reconstruction of the trajectory is shown in
Fig. 2b. From this data, the time courses of (1) the height above the
surface (h; cm), (2) the horizontal (or forward) ¯ight speed (Vf ; cm/s),
(3) the descent speed (Vd ; cm/s), (4) the horizontal distance travelled
(cm), and the angular velocity of the motion of the image of the
ground in the eye (x; degrees/s) were computed and their relationships analysed as described in Sect. 3. These variables are illustrated in Fig. 2c. In this and subsequent ®gures, the orientation
of the bee is not shown.
The particle board surface provided a low-contrast texture
against which both the bee and her shadow were clearly visible in
the video images. When the surface was moved horizontally as the
bee approached to land on it, the bee drifted in the direction of
motion of the surface (data not shown). It is therefore clear that the
surface contained sucient visual contrast to be detectable by
the bees, and that the bee's visual system was capable of sensing the
motion of the image of the surface.
Control experiments using a landing surface that carried a highcontrast black-and-white Julesz texture, which rendered the bee's
shadow almost invisible, revealed no signi®cant dierences in the
characteristics of the landing trajectories. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the bee's landings were in¯uenced by the presence of the
shadow.

3 Experimental results
Figure 3a shows raw data for a typical landing
trajectory. The circles represent successive positions of

Fig. 1. a Experimental arrangement for ®lming landing trajectories in
three dimensions. The horizontal distance d between the bee and her
shadow is proportional to her height h above the surface. b Example
of a landing trajectory, as ®lmed from above. Positions and
orientations of the bee and her shadow are shown every 40 ms. The
dots represent head positions and the lines the body orientations of the
bee and her shadow. Also shown are images of the vertical calibration
rod and its shadow

the bee and the stars the corresponding positions of her
shadow. Also shown are the length and direction of the
shadow cast by the calibration marker.
Figure 3b±d shows the results of various analyses of
the trajectory. A plot of the height of the bee above the
surface, against horizontal distance travelled, is shown
in Fig. 3b. Horizontal distance travelled is measured as
the cumulative length of the ¯ight trajectory as seen in
plan, irrespective of whether the trajectory is straight or
curved. The angle of ®nal descent was determined from
this plot as the slope of the linear regression through the
second half of the data points. This measure provided a
good estimate of the slope of the curve just prior to
touchdown. In this example, the ®nal descent angle is
about 52 .
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Fig. 2. a Raw data from a landing trajectory, showing positions of
bee (circles) and corresponding positions of the bee's shadow (stars) at
40-ms intervals, as viewed from above. The line depicts the length and
orientation of the shadow cast by the vertical calibration marker. b A
3-d view of trajectory, reconstructed from the raw data of a. Vertical

lines depict height above surface. c Illustration of some of the variables
analysed to investigate the control of landing. h (cm): height above
surface; Vf (cm/s): horizontal (forward) ¯ight speed; Vd ; (cm/s): vertical
(descent) speed; )tan 1 B (deg or rad): descent angle, where B is the
ratio of instantaneous descent speed to instantaneous forward speed

Figure 3c shows a plot of the variation of the horizontal speed of the bee with her height above the surface. This data reveals one of the most striking and
consistent observations of this study: horizontal speed is
roughly proportional to height, as indicated by the linear
regression on the data. When a bee ¯ies at a horizontal
speed of Vf cm/s at a height of h cm, the angular velocity
x of the image of the surface directly beneath the eye is
given by x  Vhf rad/s. From this relationship it is clear
that if the bee's horizontal ¯ight speed is proportional to
her height above the surface (as in Fig. 3c), then the
angular velocity of the image of the surface, as seen by
the eye, must be constant as the bee approaches it. This
angular velocity is given by the slope of the regression
line and corresponds to 8.34 rad/s (478 /s) in this example. The relationship between the image angular velocity (calculated using the above expression) and bee
height is plotted in Fig. 3d. We see that the image velocity is roughly constant until the bee is very close to
the surface. The dashed line depicts the average image
velocity of (478 /s), calculated from the linear regression
in Fig. 3c. Just prior to touchdown, when the bee is very
close to the surface, the image velocity appears to vary
erratically between unusually high and low values. This

is to be expected, since, just before touchdown, both
¯ight speed and height are small, so that small variations
in either parameter (or small errors in their measurement) can produce relatively large ¯uctuations in the
image velocity, which is computed as the ratio of Vf to h.
Figure 4 shows the variation of ¯ight speed with
height above the surface, analysed for four more
landing trajectories. In each case the relationship is
close to linear, as indicated by the high values of the
regression coecients. The angular velocity of the image varies from one trajectory to another but is maintained at an approximately constant value in any given
landing. An analysis of 26 landing trajectories reveals a
mean image angular velocity of 500:5  268:4 (SD)
degrees/s.
Figure 5 shows the variation of height with horizontal
distance travelled, for four landing trajectories. Linear
regressions, performed on the data points corresponding
to the second half of each trajectory, reveal descent
angles ranging from 22 to 41 . The exact value varies
between trajectories but is fairly constant for any given
trajectory. An analysis of 25 landing trajectories reveals
a mean descent angle of 27:8  13:8 (SD). Thus, in
general, the descent angles are quite shallow.
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Fig. 3a±d. Analysis of a landing trajectory. a Raw data, as in Fig. 2a.
b Variation of the height of the bee above the surface, as a function of
the horizontal distance travelled. The straight line is a linear regression
drawn through the second half of the points, to determine the landing
slope. c Variation of horizontal ¯ight speed (Vf ) with height (h) above

the surface. The straight line is a linear regression through the points,
as represented by the equation. The regression coecient is denoted
by r. d Variation of calculated image angular velocity with bee height.
The dashed line represents the mean angular velocity of the image,
calculated from the slope of the regression line in c

Fig. 4a±d. Variation of horizontal
¯ight speed (Vf ) with height (h)
above the surface, for four
dierent landing trajectories.
The straight lines are linear
regressions through the data, as
in Fig. 3c
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Fig. 5a±d. Variation of bee height
as a function of the horizontal
distance travelled, for four dierent
landing trajectories. The straight
lines are linear regressions drawn
through the second half of the
points, to determine the landing
slope

The results shown in Figs. 3±5 reveal two important
characteristics. First, bees landing on a horizontal surface tend to approach the surface at a relatively shallow
descent angle. Second, landing bees tend to hold the
angular velocity of the image of the ground constant as
they approach it.
What is the signi®cance of holding the angular velocity of the image of the ground constant during
landing? One important consequence is that the horizontal speed of ¯ight is then automatically reduced as
the height decreases. In fact, by holding the image
velocity constant, the horizontal speed is regulated to
be proportional to the height above the ground, so that
when the bee ®nally touches down (at zero height), her
horizontal speed is zero, thus ensuring a smooth
landing. The attractive feature of this simple strategy is
that it does not require explicit measurement or
knowledge of the speed of ¯ight, or the height above
the ground. Thus, stereoscopic methods of measuring
the distance of the surface (which many insects probably do not possess) are not required. What is
required, however, is that the insect be constantly
in motion, because the image motion resulting from
the insect's own motion is crucial in controlling the
landing.
4 A model of the landing process
Based on the above experimental ®ndings, we attempt in
this section to develop and test a model of the landing
process. The model is developed with reference to Fig. 2c.

Ideally, the landing strategy should ensure that the
speed of ¯ight in the horizontal (forward) direction as
well as the downward direction (descent speed) are reduced as the ground is approached. We have already
seen from the experimental results that the speed of
forward ¯ight is controlled by holding the angular velocity of the image of the ground constant. As shown
above, this ensures that the instantaneous forward ¯ight
speed, Vf t, is proportional to the instantaneous height
h t above the ground. That is,
Vf t  xh t

1

where the constant of proportionality, x, is the angular
velocity of the image in radians per second.
A safe landing requires that the speed of ¯ight in the
downward direction (descent speed) is also reduced as the
ground is approached. This can be achieved by making
the instantaneous downward speed, Vd t, proportional
to the instantaneous forward speed. That is,
Vd t 

dh t
 BVf t
dt

2

where B is a constant of proportionality corresponding
to the ratio of Vd to Vf .
In other words, a plot of height versus horizontal
distance travelled should be a straight line with a
(negative) slope of B. Such a linear relationship is indeed exhibited by the experimental data, as can be seen
from the plots of Figs. 3b and 5. This in turn implies
that landing bees not only control their forward ¯ight
speed according to the relationship speci®ed by (1) but
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Fig. 6a±d. Variation of descent
speed (Vd ) with height (h) above
the surface, for four dierent
landing trajectories. The straight
lines are linear regressions through
the data, as in Figs. 3c and 4

also make the rate of descent proportional to the forward ¯ight speed by linking the two speeds together as
speci®ed by (2). This control strategy ensures that
when the bee ®nally touches down, she is moving with
zero speed in the forward as well as the downward
directions. In other words, the touchdown is perfectly
smooth.
One consequence of such a landing strategy, in which
the speed of descent is linked to the forward speed,
would be that the descent speed, like the forward speed,
is proportional to the height above the ground. Plots of
descent speed versus height are shown for four examples
in Fig. 6. In most cases, there is a strong correlation
between descent speed and height. However, this correlation is not as consistent as that between forward
speed and height. We suspect that the reason is that
forward speed is controlled by image velocity in a direct,
re¯exive way, whereas descent speed is in turn linked to
forward speed in a less rigid, ``voluntary'' way that depends partly on whether or not the bee is in ``landing
mode''. For example, in Fig. 6a, most of the points lie
close to a straight line except those corresponding to
large heights. Inspection of the actual landing trajectory
reveals that in the beginning of the trajectory the bee
was actually climbing or ¯ying level: it was not in the
landing mode. Thus, even in instances where a bee does
not actually land on the surface but simply cruises over
it, we ®nd that forward speed is tightly coupled to
height, whereas vertical speed is not. An example of a
cruising ¯ight is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here the bee
alternately decreases and increases her altitude above
the surface, without actually landing on it (Fig. 7b).

Figure 7c shows that, even in this situation, the instantaneous forward ¯ight speed is adjusted to be
roughly proportional to the instantaneous height above
the surface. In other words, even during cruising, the
image velocity of the ground is held approximately
constant, irrespective of the height above the surface
(Fig. 7d). But the speed of descent is not correlated with
the forward speed, because the bee is not in landing
mode. The descent speed can be positive, negative, or
zero depending upon whether the cruising bee chooses
to descend, climb, or ¯y level.
Let us now consider further predictions of the proposed model for landing.
Substituting (1) into (2), we obtain
Bxh t 

dh t
0
dt

3

This dierential equation can be solved for h t to yield
h t  h t0 e

xB t t0 

4

where h t0  is the height at the initial time t  t0 :
Equation (4) therefore predicts that, during landing,
the height should decrease exponentially with time.
The four examples shown in Fig. 8 reveal that the
variation of height with time does indeed approximate
an exponential function very closely, thus reinforcing the
model's validity.
The exponential decay of height with time [Eq. (4)]
implies, of course, that touchdown h  0 would occur
only at in®nite time. This, however, is not a problem in
reality because extension of the legs prior to landing
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Fig. 7a±d. Analysis of a
``cruising'' trajectory in which
the bee did not land. Details
as in Fig. 3

Fig. 8a±d. Variation of height (h)
with time (t, denoting frame
number) for four dierent landing
trajectories. The interframe interval
is 40 ms. The curves show
least-squares ®ts of exponential
functions as speci®ed by (4)

ensures that touchdown usually occurs at a nonzero
height above the ground. The time taken to arrive within
any given, nonzero distance from the ground is, of

course, ®nite. For example, if the touchdown height is
htouch , the time T taken to descend to this height from an
initial height h t0  can be calculated from (4) as
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1
h t0 
T 
log
xB
htouch

5

The model also predicts the way in which the forward
and downward components of ¯ight speed should evolve
during landing. Inserting (4) into (1), we obtain
Vf t  xh t0 e

xB t t0 

6

This implies that the forward ¯ight speed should
decrease exponentially with time. Inserting (6) into (2),
we obtain
Vd t  Bxh t0 e

xB t t0 

7

This implies that the downward speed (speed of descent)
should also decrease exponentially with time.
Our data reveal that the forward and descent speeds
indeed decrease approximately exponentially with time.
We have not shown the plots here, but these predictions
should obviously hold because if height decreases exponentially with time (as demonstrated by the data in
Fig. 8), it follows that the forward and descent speeds
should also decrease exponentially with time, as predicted by (6) and (7). The reason is that height, forward
speed, and descent speed are linearly related to each
other.
Yet another prediction of the model has to do with
the way in which the cumulative horizontal distance
travelled by the bee increases with time. This distance,
H , is obtained by integrating over time the expression
for the forward ¯ight speed, Vf t; from (6):

Zt
H

Zt
Vf tdt 

t0

xh t0 e

xB t t0 

dt

8

t0

Integration yields
H

h t0  h
1
B

e

xB t t0 

i

9

Equation (9) predicts that the cumulative horizontal
distance travelled should increase as a saturating
exponential function of time. The four examples shown
in Fig. 9 reveal that the variation of horizontal distance
travelled with time does indeed approximate a saturating
exponential function very closely. This ®nding further
reinforces the model's validity.
To summarise the results, we ®nd that bees regulate
the forward speed of their ¯ight by holding constant the
velocity of the image of the ground in the eye. As a
consequence, the forward speed is tightly linked to the
height above the ground and is proportional to it. Furthermore, when a bee is in ``landing mode'', the rate
of descent is coupled to the forward speed and is
proportional to it. The coupling factor B determines the
angle of descent. This landing strategy ensures that both
the forward speed and the descent speed are reduced
progressively as the bee approaches the ground and are
both zero at touchdown. Such a model predicts that,
during landing, the height above the ground should
decrease exponentially with time. It also predicts that the
cumulative horizontal distance travelled should increase

Fig. 9a±d. Variation of cumulative
horizontal distance travelled (H )
with time (t, denoting frame
number) for four dierent landing
trajectories. The interframe
interval is 40 ms. The curves show
least-squares ®ts of saturating
exponential functions as speci®ed
by (9)
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as a saturating exponential function. We have been able
to verify both of these predictions experimentally.
5 Feasibility of the honeybee's landing strategy
We have tested the feasibility of the landing strategy
described above by implementing it in a computercontrolled gantry robot carrying a visual system. Vision
is provided by a video camera mounted on the gantry
head, which can be translated in three dimensions (x; y,
and z) and rotated about one axis (z). The head can
traverse a volume of space measuring 2.5 m long (x),
2 m wide (y), and 1 m high (z). For the purpose of
implementing the landing strategy, translatory motion
of the camera is restricted to the forward (x) and
downward ( z) directions. There is no rotary motion
about the z axis.
The system is placed under closed-loop control by
using a computer to analyse the motion in the image
sequence captured by the camera and to control the
motion of the gantry. A view of the gantry and camera is
shown in Fig. 10.
The camera, facing downwards and viewing the
ground, has a visual ®eld of 52 in the x direction and
70 in the y direction. The image of the ground is captured by an array of 768  576 pixels. The velocity of
image motion is measured by using an image interpolation algorithm developed in our laboratory. Details of

Fig. 10. View of robotic gantry, showing camera head and visual
texture on the ¯oor

the algorithm are given in Srinivasan (1994). Prior to
measuring motion, the image is spatially low-pass ®ltered by a Gaussian function of width (standard deviation) 0:1 . The reference images that are required by the
image interpolation technique for computing image
motion (see Srinivasan 1994) are separated by 0:5 .
Image motion is computed within windows centred on
each image pixel. The window is de®ned by a Gaussian
weighting function of width (standard deviation) 1 . The
global image velocity, obtained by averaging velocity
measurements over all pixels, is used to control the
motion of the gantry. The ¯oor, de®ned to be the
landing surface, is covered with a visual texture consisting of a black-and-white Julesz pattern of pixel size
1 cm square.
Landing is controlled as follows. The system is required to maintain a constant descent angle (tan 1 B)
and a constant image angular velocity, xset , as it descends. In the ®rst time step, the gantry moves the
camera head along the direction of descent at an arbitrarily chosen initial speed. The image velocity is measured during this step, using the image interpolation
algorithm. Let us denote the measured image velocity by
xmeas . In the next step, the speed of motion of the head is
increased or decreased, depending upon whether the
measured image velocity is lower or greater than the set
image velocity. Speci®cally, the forward speed Vf i  1
of the camera during the next step is related to the
current speed Vf i by
xset
10
Vf i  1  Vf i
xmeas
The speed of descent is also corrected by the same
factor, since the forward and descent speeds are
proportional to each other and linked by the desired
angle of descent. This speed correction ensures that the
image velocity during the next step will have the desired
value xset , provided the camera maintains its present
altitude. However, since the camera continues to descend during the new step, the forward speed in the
following step would have to be reduced further. Thus,
both the forward and descent speeds decrease continuously as the camera descends, reaching very low values
when the camera is close to the ground.
Landing trajectories generated by the gantry using this
procedure are shown in Fig. 11a for three dierent descent angles: 26:5 , 45 , and 63:5 . The image velocities maintained during these three landings are shown
in Fig. 11b. It is clear that the image velocity, though
somewhat noisy, is held reasonably constant. The height
of the camera decreases exponentially with time
(Fig. 11c), as do the forward speed and the speed of descent. These behaviours are as expected from the proposed control strategy. Comparable results were obtained
when the ¯oor was covered with other textures, such as a
newspaper, or with twigs, bark, and leaves to simulate a
more natural outdoor environment (data not shown).
The results with the robotic gantry therefore suggest
that the strategy proposed is a feasible one for landing
on ¯at surfaces. In undulating terrain, the system reduces the forward and descent speeds when the ground
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Fig. 11a±d. Landing trajectories
generated by the robotic gantry.
a Height versus distance
travelled for three dierent
descent angles: 26:5 (circles),
45 (squares), and 63:5
(triangles). b Variation of image
angular velocity as a function of
time. The symbols in this and
other panels refer to the three
dierent descent angles, as in a.
c Variation of height with time.
d Variation of forward speed
and descent speed with time. For
clarity the descent speed data are
shown on a reversed time scale,
decaying from right to left. The
line curves in c and d depict
least-squares ®ts of exponential
functions to the data

rises towards the camera and increases them when the
ground falls away. This is obviously a desirable feature,
but it has limitations in that the system cannot cope with
a situation in which the ground in front rises abruptly to
a level above the camera's current height.
6 Discussion
Our experimental results reveal what appears to be a
surprisingly simple and eective strategy for making
grazing landings on ¯at surfaces. A safe, smooth landing
is ensured by (1) adjusting the speed of forward ¯ight to
hold constant the angular velocity of the image of the
surface as seen by the eye, and (2) making the speed of
descent proportional to the forward speed. This strategy
produces landing trajectories in which the forward speed as
well as the descent speed decrease progressively as the
surface is approached and are both close to zero at
touchdown.
The tendency exhibited by bees to adjust their forward speed according to the speed of the image in the
eye is probably not restricted to landing conditions. We
have reported earlier that bees ¯ying along a tunnel tend
to slow down at narrow sections of the tunnel and speed
up at wider sections (Srinivasan et al. 1996). David
(1982) found similar behaviour in the vinegar ¯y
Drosophila. Our analysis of ``cruising'' bees (e.g., Fig. 7)
also ®ts this picture. The use of image speed to control
forward ¯ight speed therefore appears to be a general,
more or less ``hard-wired'' feature of insect ¯ight.
During landing, however, an additional control
mechanism seems to switch on. A vertically downward

component of motion is added, the magnitude of
which is set to be proportional to the instantaneous
forward speed. Presumably, the forward and downward speeds are controlled by the thrust and lift
components, respectively, of the average force vector
generated by the wings. [In ¯ying Drosophila, there is
good evidence that lift and thrust co-vary (Goetz and
Wandel 1984)]. With such a control strategy in place,
all that is needed is to adjust the forward speed (and
therefore also the descent speed) so as to maintain a
constant image velocity in the eye. This automatically
ensures a smooth touchdown, without the need for
explicit knowledge about the actual speed of ¯ight or
height above the ground at any time. The successful
implementation of this strategy in the robotic gantry
suggests that this is a feasible mechanism for achieving
a safe landing.
Any behaviour that involves making a safe contact
with a stationary object ± be it landing on a surface or
grasping a branch ± requires precise sensorimotor control of many of the components that constitute the behaviour. Flies approaching to land on a small object, for
example, decelerate sharply at a ®xed time before the
projected time to contact (Wagner 1982), and gannets plunging into water to catch ®sh seem to use
information on the projected time to contact to decide
when to tuck in their wings prior to touching the water
surface (Lee and Reddish 1981). Indeed, there is evidence in the literature that many such manoeuvres are
controlled by the ``time to contact'' computed by the
visual system through analysis of the optic ¯ow that
results from approaching the object or surface (Lee
1976; Lee and Reddish 1981).
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Is there any relationship between the landing scheme
investigated here and such ``time-to-contact'' strategies?
Consider our bee making a grazing landing on the
horizontal surface. If the bee were to approach the
surface at a constant speed, then the projected time to
touchdown would, of course, decrease linearly with
time. In our landing scheme, however, the bee is decelerating continuously. How does the projected time to
touchdown evolve under these conditions?
To examine this, we note that the instantaneous forward speed, Vf t, is related to the height above the
surface, h, and the angular velocity x of the image in the
eye as described by (1). We also know that the instantaneous descent speed, Vd t, is proportional to the forward speed, as speci®ed by (2). The constant of
proportionality, B, controls the descent angle. Combining (1) and (2), we obtain Vd t  Bxh t. Thus, the instantaneous descent speed is proportional to the height
h t above the surface, the angular velocity x of the
image, and the parameter B. If the bee were to continue
to approach the surface at the same ¯ight speed, the
projected (anticipated) time to touchdown would be
obtained by dividing the current height above the surface by the instantaneous descent speed. Dividing h t by
the above expression for Vd t, we see that the projected
time to touchdown is given by
1
s
11
Bx
Since B is constant, and the image velocity x is held
constant by the landing strategy, it follows that the
projected time to touchdown is constant throughout the
landing process. Thus, the projected time to touchdown
does not decrease linearly with time, as it would if the
bee approached the surface at constant speed. Neither
does the bee decelerate abruptly when the projected time
to touchdown falls below a critical value, as ¯ies seem to
do before landing on a small target (Wagner 1982).
Rather, the landing bee decelerates continuously, and in
such a way as to maintain a constant projected time to
touchdown. This, in eect, is the reason why touchdown
theoretically requires in®nite time. We have already seen
in Sect. 3 that landing bees descend at an average angle
of about 28 [B  tan 28   0:53] and hold the image
velocity in the eye constant at an average value of about
500 /s (x  8:73 rad/s). Inserting these values into (11),
we calculate that the average landing bee maintains a
constant, projected time to touchdown of about 0.22 s.
Thus, it appears that landing bees allow themselves a
``safety margin'' of a ®fth of a second to prepare for
touchdown if they were to abandon the prescribed
landing strategy at any point, for whatever reason, and
proceed toward the ground in the same direction
without further deceleration.
Pigeons landing on a perch (Lee et al. 1993) or
hummingbirds ¯ying toward a feeder (Lee et al. 1991)
appear to employ a somewhat dierent strategy. There,
the animal seems to control its approach by keeping
constant the rate of change of the projected time to
contact. This produces target distance-versus-time
1
functions that take the form d  1 ktk , where d

Projected time to touchdown 

denotes the normalised distance to the target, t the
normalised time, and k the rate of change of the projected time to contact (Lee et al. 1993). The strategy
employed by bees landing on a horizontal surface seems
to be dierent: they maintain a constant time to contact,
implying that the rate of change of this parameter is
zero. This strategy generates distance-versus-time functions that decay exponentially [see (4)]. Indeed, it can be
shown that the above expression for d tends to the
exponential decay function e t as k tends to zero.
Landing pigeons (Lee et al. 1993) and docking hummingbirds (Lee et al. 1991) maintain the rate of change
of the projected time to contact at a value of about 0.7.
This strategy produces landings that commence with
weak braking and ®nish with strong deceleration. In
contrast, the bee's landing strategy, which maintains a
constant projected time to touchdown, produces braking that is strongly initially and decays exponentially
with time. (The fact that the height decreases exponentially with time, as shown in Fig. 8, implies that
higher temporal derivatives of height, such as descent
velocity and descent deceleration, also decay exponentially with time.)
It should be noted that the honeybee's landing
strategy, though ensuring a smooth touchdown, does
not carry any information about when the touchdown
will actually occur. How, then, does the bee know when
to extend her legs in preparation for this event? One
possibility is that the legs are extended when the ¯ight
thrust (which should be a reliable indicator of ¯ight
speed) has dropped below a critical value, indicating
that touchdown is imminent. Additionally, the bee may
be able to detect proximity to the ground by sensing
changes in her aerodynamic microenvironment. Assuming that the landing bee maintains an average image
angular velocity of 500 degrees/s (x  8:73 rad/s) and
an average descent angle of 28 , and that the legs
touch the ground when the eye is 5 mm above the surface, we calculate from (1) that the average forward
speed at touchdown would be about 4.4 cm/s, and from
(2) that the average descent speed at touchdown would
be about 2.3 cm/s. Given the relatively low mass of a
bee (100  20 mg, R. Maleszka, personal communication), these speeds would seem to be low enough for the
legs to absorb the impact of landing without suering
damage.
What are the advantages, if any, of using the strategy
that we have described here to control grazing landings?
We can think of two attractive features. First, the control of forward and descent speeds is achieved by holding the image velocity x constant. This is potentially
useful because it would be desirable to maintain the
image velocity at a level at which the visual system is
most sensitive to deviations from the ``set'' velocity,
thereby ensuring that the control of ¯ight is as precise as
possible. An alternative strategy, for instance, might be
to approach the surface at constant speed, decelerating
only towards the end. A constant-speed approach,
however, would cause the image velocity to increase
rapidly as the surface is approached and to reach levels
at which the image velocity measurements may no
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longer be precise enough for adequate ¯ight control.
This situation would be avoided by the bee's strategy,
which holds the image velocity constant. A second advantage of holding the image velocity constant would be
the by-product of maintaining a constant projected timeto-contact throughout the landing process, as discussed
above.
It would be of interest to explore the applicability of
the strategy described in this article to guide landing of
autonomously ¯ying machines. One approach would be
to start by specifying, for example, the maximum safe
descent speed, Vdtouch , at touchdown. Then, given a
prescribed descent angle, (in eect, the parameter B), the
forward speed at touchdown, Vftouch , can be calculated
as
Vftouch 

Vdtouch
B

12

If we assume that touchdown occurs at a height htouch
above the surface (where htouch represents the height of
the landing gear, for example), then the angular velocity
xtouch of the image on the eye at touchdown will be
xtouch 

Vftouch
rad=s
htouch

13

The control strategy for landing would then simply
involve holding the image angular velocity at its critical
values, xtouch , throughout the descent. At touchdown,
the descent and forward speeds will then be at their
speci®ed values.
At what altitude should such a process of landing be
initiated? It would be sensible not to commence it when
high above the ground, because the exponential decay of
height with time would mean that touchdown would
take a long time. At a high altitude the image velocity of
the ground is likely to be rather low ± much lower than
the critical value xtouch . Therefore, when one is certain
that the machine is at a high altitude (as indicated, for
example, by an altimeter), a time-ecient landing
strategy would be to lower altitude as rapidly as possible
until the image velocity has increased to the critical
value. The landing process would then be initiated to
bring the machine to a safe touchdown by holding the
image velocity constant at xtouch .
Our study has only investigated grazing landings on a
¯at, horizontal plane. Under these conditions, it is suf®cient to control the landing process by monitoring
image speed directly beneath the insect (or machine).
Although we ®nd that bees make shallow landings on
horizontal surfaces, the landing strategy that we have
proposed here does not necessarily require that the descent angle be small. In principle, the control strategy
should work satisfactorily regardless of the descent angle
as long as the angular velocity of the image, as measured
in the ventral ®eld of view (i.e. looking directly down at
the surface) is held constant. Of course, a problem arises
when the surface is approached perpendicularly, because
the image velocity in the direction of motion would then
be zero, as it corresponds to a pole of the ¯ow ®eld.
However, this diculty could be eliminated by measur-

ing the average image velocity over a larger visual ®eld.
In fact, it is not possible to decide from our data whether
landing bees measure image velocity only within a narrow ®eld of view in the ventral direction ± as we have
implicity assumed in our model ± or whether they use
information such as average image velocity or peak
image velocity, obtained by analysing optic ¯ow over a
larger visual ®eld. All of these variants of the model
would generate similar landing trajectories in which the
distance from the surface decreases exponentially with
time. Further work is needed to distinguish between
these possibilities.
The landing strategy proposed here is valid only for
surfaces that are planar, or approximately so. Further
work is required to ascertain whether, and how, the
control of landing is altered when approaching uneven
surfaces. It would then be necessary to look forwards as
well as downwards, to avoid clis or other obstacles
and to modify the present scheme to include ascents
where necessary. One can also examine whether simple
modi®cations of the strategy described here can be
applied to problems of obstacle avoidance and terrain
following [see, for example, Mura and Franceschini
(1994)].
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